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Abstract
The food science discipline has many issues requiring research within academia in order
to protect the food that gets distributed from industry. The team within the Center for Food
Safety at the University of Arkansas’ Division of Agriculture has been studying the
gastrointestinal microbial community in broiler chickens in order to control pathogenic bacteria
and improve gut health within the chickens to promote a healthy adult microbiota. This has many
positive effects on the quality of the chickens. The team performs a standard method of analysis
on every experiment run within a software called QIIME to determine if a treatment had a
significant effect on the chickens. QIIME also offers a supervised learning script that attempts to
label the treatment for each of the samples within a test using the microbial data alone which
allows a researcher to see if there is a significant difference between the treatments. This script
performs similarly to how a machine learning algorithm would perform. Machine learning is a
tool that could provide a lot of important insight on the microbial data offered from the
sequencing of the DNA from the chickens. The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that
statistical learning tools within machine learning could serve as effective tools within food
science.
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1.

Introduction
Data mining and machine learning are very powerful tools. Using these tools within the

food science domain could have a significant impact on the research and analysis that could be
done. “Last year, in the US, according to the Center for Disease Control, one in six people were
affected by food-borne diseases, resulting in 128,000 hospitalizations, 3,000 deaths, and an
economic burden totaling $80 billion.” (Alba, 2015) These outbreaks caused considerable
concern to be placed on the food supply by consumers, policy makers, and regulatory agencies.
The Center for Food Safety (CFS) was founded in 1997 with the goal to conduct research on the
safety and quality of food products with a focus on biological, chemical, and physical hazards to
raise the public confidence in the protection, safety, quality and nutritional value of food
products (UA Division of Agriculture Center for Food Safety, 2008). The goal of this thesis is to
demonstrate that statistical learning tools within machine learning can be an effective tool within
Food Science.

2.

Machine Learning
Data mining is the process of extracting useful information from a dataset. Machine

learning is the process of learning from data using algorithms with no reliance on rule-based
programming. “It came into its own as a scientific discipline in the late 1990s as steady
advances in digitization and cheap computing power enabled data scientists to stop building
finished models and instead train computers to do so.” (Pyle, 2015) Machine learning is only
useful when large amounts of complex data come into play. This type of data is commonly
referred to today as big data. Machine learning is a tool that can be used to translate the
unmanageable volume and convoluted nature of big data into something more feasible and
useful. It has been said that one can look at machine learning as a subfield of Artificial
5

Intelligence (Vanderplas et al., 2016). Machine learning models create algorithms that help the
computer make decisions based on generalizing rather than storing and retrieving data as a
classic computer system would do. This discipline is built with several different building blocks,
but it all started with classical statistics.

Figure 1: Supervised Learning Model
Source: http://www.astroml.org/sklearn_tutorial/general_concepts.html

As seen in Figure 1, machine learning algorithms are created by two different inputs: a
set of training material and labels. From the training set, feature vectors are found to help the
algorithm learn from the training set. Feature vectors are a set of aspects that describe one
instance of the data. A label is the category that an instance falls in. These things together allow
the algorithm to learn what past data instances got labelled as and create a predictive model. The
user can then apply new data instance to the model where the algorithm will attempt to predict
the instance’s label based on what it learned from the training set. The predictive model is only
as good as its training set. Figure 1 describes the supervised learning approach to machine
6

learning. Unsupervised learning has the same basic flow of information except it does not take in
labels and the output can be anything from a probability to a cluster identification. Unsupervised
learning attempts to look at the data and find trends within the training data in order to predict
things. These trends may not always make sense in reality (Malisieqicz, 2015).

3.

Food Science
Food science is the study of the physical, biological, and chemical makeup of food and

the underlying concepts of food processing. This science has dedicated itself to advancing the
science behind food and ensuring that food is safe and abundant for the future. Food science is
responsible for giving us frozen and canned foods, milk with a longer shelf life, and microwaved
meals, among many other things (Mondavi, 2014).
The CFS attempts to evaluate food safety from the farm to the table. This range includes
everything from production, harvesting, processing, packaging, storage and distribution (UA
Division of Agriculture, 2016). The CFS has many components within the Division of
Agriculture. The University of Arkansas’ Division of Agriculture is part of a cooperative effort
in an extensive investigation into food safety within the area of poultry, beef and pork meat
production.
The Center for Food Safety has developed many goals to fulfill their mission (UA
Division of Agriculture, 2016). One goal is to develop automation and techniques to rapidly
isolate and identify pathogens, toxins or chemicals that could impact food safety and assess
relative risks and benefits. Another goal of the CFS is to look into new ways to produce, process
and package food to ensure safety in order to reduce the number of food-borne diseases while
also finding the best intervention point within the food chain if an outbreak does occur. The CFS
also aims to establish a database for regulatory agencies, industry, and consumers to assist them
7

in assessing the risks involved in food selection and preparation habits. The intention of the
Center for Food Safety is to keep industry and consumers informed about food safety issues.
In food science, statistical procedures are critical in both academia and the food industry.
The food industry tends to test their food for known pathogens and impurities in house. Industry
cannot test for the unknown due to the mass production. The CFS academia gets involved if the
food industry is unable to solve something. Academia is able to conduct research and to take
more time testing the food. “However, experience shows that many workers frequently select the
wrong tests, or use the correct tests in wrong situations.” (Granato, 2014) This could lead to
workers drawing incorrect conclusions and many other mistakes.
The Center for Food Safety within the Division of Agriculture at the University of
Arkansas conducts experiments to attempt to identify what traits promote a healthy biome in an
attempt to keep food safe. Using a combination of a control population and test populations, they
sequence the DNA and RNA looking for any statistically significant differences between the
populations. The differences found give them insight to the conditions within the microbiome
and how external factors affect it. There is hope that these experiments can help predict how
food will be affected by external microorganisms and other factors.

4.

Literature Review
The Center for Food Safety in the Department of Food Science at the University of

Arkansas has been studying the gastrointestinal microbial community in broiler chickens. This
bacterial community plays a very important role in the bird’s performance and health. Broiler
chickens all have very different microbiota. The CFS team has been attempting to control
pathogenic bacteria and improve gut health in broiler chickens by changing their diets. In this
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study, they were able to observe clearly separable bacterial populations between the control and
dietary treatment groups, but no apparent microbial clustering occurred. (Park et al., 2016 [15])
The team of researchers performed analysis on this experiment in order to come to this
conclusion. They ran several scripts within QIIME as well as many additional statistical tests.
They performed a hierarchical clustering in order to further visualize the composition of the
clusters. This allowed them to outline the relationships between the samples more clearly. A
Euclidean distance matrix was used to determine the similarity between individual samples and
groups of samples. A t-test was run to evaluate the significant difference between the taxonomic
levels among the groups. Many averages and standard deviations were computed using the .NET
framework as well. (Park et al., 2016 [15])
The CFS team has worked towards accelerating the growth of mature adult microbiota.
This has many benefits. Adult microbiota has a better resistance to pathogens. (Park et al., 2016
[15]) Adult microbiota develops better intestinal tissue. (Park et al., 2016 [15]) Adult microbiota
has an increased ability to digest feed. (Park et al., 2016 [15]) They may also play a role in
producing vitamins and other essential dietary components that are beneficial to the host bird.
(Park et al., 2016 [15])

5.

Current Software

5.1

mothur
The mothur program is an open source project intended to fill the bioinformatics needs of

the microbial ecology community. It was developed by the Department of Microbiology and
Immunology at the University of Michigan. The mothur program basically re-implements many
algorithms into one high performance executable program. This is what makes mothur work
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regardless of the user’s operating system. The original goal of mothur was to be able to have a
single resource analyze molecular data. The program, mothur, has the ability to go from a raw
sequence to visualization tools quickly which makes mothur a very powerful and fast program
(Albert, 2014). As a program, mothur is written in C and C++ because they are compiled
languages. This means that once the code is compiled, you do not need another program to run it.
The program itself is driven by the command line. There are three main modes that mothur can
operate in. The default mode is the interactive mode. There is also a command line mode and a
batch mode. Command line mode helps if you are trying to develop a pipeline that includes
mothur. Batch mode requires a text files that contains all the commands you wish to have the
program execute all at once.
5.2

QIIME
QIIME is also an open source project intended to analyze the micro biome from raw

DNA sequencing data (QIIME development team, 2016 [16]). It is pronounced “chime”. Much
of the functionality within QIIME is written by QIIME developers, but much more of the code is
written by others. In order to use QIIME you must download a generous amount of dependent
programs which are all independently created by the outside sources. QIIME works best with
Mac OS X as it requires a virtual box to run on Windows or Linux. QIIME is a python interface
that connects all of the separate programs. The interface itself converts inputs and outputs of the
individual programs and helps the user transition data between the packages. This allows the user
to feed one program into another and create a pipeline. QIIME also has the ability to create
visualization from raw sequencing data and it is also driven by the command line.
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5.3

QIIME Versus mothur
The main difference between mothur and QIIME is the cosmetics and how the tools are

developed. The fact that each of the dependent programs within QIIME is independently
developed may imply that QIIME offers a higher performance than what is implemented in
mothur, but mothur has one unified interface which makes it far more consistent and better
documented (Albert, 2014). It is highly debated in the microbial ecology community which
program is better, but there is no easy comparison. QIIME and mothur do much of the same
thing and they both do it all very well. One may be slower at certain aspects than the other, but it
may be faster in other aspects. Each program has its strengths and weaknesses and it is often a
trade-off between accuracy and speed. Mothur has been cited roughly 1,000 more times than
QIIME as of January 2016 which could imply that Mothur is the leading tool used by microbial
ecologists (Schloss, 2016). Because Mothur is written in C/C++, it runs much faster than QIIME
because QIIME is written in Python. On the other hand, because QIIME is written in python
which is very popular, well-developed language, considerably more people are able to
contribute.
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Current Process
The researchers in the Center for Food Safety in the Department of Food Science at the

University of Arkansas have a standard set of analyzing methods they use when running an
experiment on the chickens. They collect samples from the control and treatment groups as often
as the experiment calls for it and then run each sample through a sequencing machine in the lab
that results in 400 base pairs. Each output file is only able to hold 250 base pairs, therefore, the
lab results in two reads per sample. The first read (R1) is read from the beginning of the file to
the 250th base pair. The second read (R2) is read from the end of the 400 base pairs and reads
11

backwards 250 base pairs. Once these two reads are created, the researchers always begin each
sequencing analysis within QIIME the same way. This method consists of six scripts.
The first script used is called multiple_join_paired_ends.py. This is the script that will
combine the two reads of 250 base pairs into one joined file. It requires a directory containing the
resulting files from the lab reads each containing 250 base pairs as an input and a directory
where the user wants all the output folders to be put as the output. The files are in a FASTQ file
in gzip format. A FASTQ file is a text-based file that stores biological sequences and the
corresponding quality scores. This file format has 4 lines of text corresponding to each read. The
first line always starts with a “@” followed by the unique identifier associated with the first read.
The second line contains the raw sequence letters. This is usually the line of most interest. The
third line always starts with a “+” followed by an optional unique identifier for the quality score.
This unique identifier should be the same as the sequence identifier that followed the “@”. The
fourth line contains the coded values for the quality for the raw sequence in line 2. The second
and fourth lines must contain the same number of characters. The quality value characters in leftto-right are: !"#$%&'()*+, -./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHI
JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\] ^_` abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz {|}~. (2016 [8]) where “!”
implies the lowest quality and “~” implies the highest quality. A sample of what one read might
look like is illustrated in Figure 2. Because of the immense number of reads that are usually
associated with doing DNA sequencing, these files are typically very large. It is not uncommon
for a researcher to use a smaller portion of the reads to do the initial test and debug of data
analysis pipelines (Wilkinson, 2010).
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Figure 2: Example of One Read in a FASTQ File
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTQ_format

The multiple_join_paired_ends.py will match up files based on the characters before the
read indicator (QIIME development team, 2016 [17]). For example a file named
S12_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz will be matched with S12_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz. In these cases,
R1_001 or R2_001 are the read indicators. The resulting folders are named from the base name
of the first file matched. So from the file matching example above, the resulting folder would be
named S12_L001_R1_001. The script multiple_join_paired_ends.py runs the script
join_paired_ends.py for each set of matched files. Inside each of the folders are 3 FASTQ files:
fastqjoin.join, fastqjoin.un1, and fastqjoin.un2. These files are the result of the fastq-join method
used by the join_paired_ends.py that is ran for each set of paired data. The “*.join” is the joined
reads output and the “*.un1” and “*.un2” are the unjoined reads from reads 1 and 2 respectively
(QIIME development team, 2016 [18]). After the script has completed a log file is created. It is
important to delete the fastqjoin.un1 and fastqjoin.un2 from each folder before proceeding to the
next step.
The second script that is run is called multiple_split_libraries_fastq.py. This script runs
much like the script in the previous step. It also requires a directory containing many FASTQ
files as an input and a directory where the user wants output folders to be put as output. The
Center for Food Safety at the University of Arkansas always attaches “--demultiplexing_method
sampleid_by_file --include_input_dir_path --remove_filepath_in_name” at the end of their
script. This extra text is attached to the end is referring to a method that was specifically created
for a researcher at the University of Arkansas. QIIME developers created this functionality due
13

to the unique way they sequence DNA. The multiple_split_libraries_fastq.py also matches
prefixes on the files in the same way. One difference is this script requires the output directory of
the script in the previous step. Multiple_split_libraries_fastq.py runs the script
split_libraries_fastq.py each time it matches prefixes similarly to how the previous script
worked. Multiple_split_libraries_fastq.py has four main output files. These files include a
histogram, a seqs.fna, a split_library_log.txt, and a log file. The file ending in “.fna” is a FASTA
file (QIIME development team, 2016 [19]). A FASTA file has two lines per read. Each read
always begins with a “>” followed by the identifier of the sequence. The first word of the
sequence identifier should follow the “>” immediately where there is no space between the
characters. The second line contains the raw sequence (2016 [7]). An example of two reads in a
FASTA file is illustrated in Figure 3. The seqs.fna contains all of the sequence data (QIIME
development team, 2016 [20]). The split_library_log.txt contains summary information regarding
every run of split_libraries_fastq.py. This script runs for each *.join file within each folder
resulted from the script above. A sample of what this file is illustrated in Figure 4. Essentially
this script gathers all samples and places all the needed information in one file, seqs.fna.

Figure 3: Example of Two Reads in FASTA File
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Figure 4: Example of split_library_log.txt

The third script ran is called pick_open_reference_otus.py. OTU stands for operational
taxonomic unit. An open reference OTU picking process implies that all reads are compared to a
set of reference sequences and reads that match that sequence are clustered and any reads that do
not match up are clustered separately. This is the preferred OTU picking strategy among QIIME
users (QIIME development team, 2016 [21]). Closed reference OTU picking process implies that
all reads are compared to a set of reference sequences and reads that match that sequence are
clustered and any reads that don’t match that sequence are excluded. Open reference OTU
picking process ensures that all reads are clustered. The pick_open_reference_otus.py requires
the seqs.fna file as input, which is created in step 2 of the methodology used by the University of
Arkansas. This script also requires an output directory for all of the resulting files. The team at
the University of Arkansas uses a reference file called “97_otus.fasta” from the greengenes
database. The pick_open_reference_otus.py script has 6 different steps. Step 1 does a prefiltering and picks closed reference OTUs. This typically takes a long time. This step produces
failures.fasta, seqs_clusters.uc, seqs_failures.txt, seqs_otus.txt, step1_rep_set.fna, and
seqs_otus.log. Step 2 uses a subsample of the seqs_failures and uses it as a new reference
15

sequence for each cluster centroid. This step produces the files:
step2_otus/subsampled_seqs_clusters.uc, step2_otus/subsampled_seqs_otus.log,
step2_otus/subsampled_seqs_otus.txt, and step2_otus/step2_rep_set.fna. Step 3 requires
failures.fasta from step 1 and OTUs from step 2. This step produces
step3_otus/failures_seqs_clusters.uc, step3_otus/failures_seqs_failures.txt,
step3_otus/failures_seqs_otus.log, and step3_otus/failures_seqs_otus.txt. The user can suppress
Step 4 as it usually takes too long to finish because failures_failures.fasta file is too large for de
novo clustering. Step 4 produces, failures_clusters.uc, failures_otus.log, failures_otus.txt, and
step4_rep_set.fna. Step 5 creates the final OTU map. If the user chose not to suppress step 4, the
map will concatenate steps 1, 3, and 4, otherwise the map will concatenate steps 1 and 3. The file
containing the map is called final_otu_map.txt. If the user chose not to specify the minimum
OTU size, then QIIME will use the default of 2 sequences needed for each OTU. This script will
remove any OTUs that do not meet these criteria from final_otu_map.txt and create
final_otu_map_mc2.txt. This text file is then used to build the final representative set which is
saved in the file rep_set.fna. Step 5 also produces the taxonomy and it aligns sequences while
building the phylogenetic tree. These two things can be suppressed if they are not desired.
Final_otu_map_mc2.txt is also used to build the OTU tables and trees which is done is Step 6.
The output of step 6 is otu_table_mc2.biom.
The next script that the Center of Food Safety at the University of Arkansas runs is called
core_diversity_analyses.py. This script brings together many of QIIME’s diversity analyses to
create a basic workflow. It begins with the BIOM table created in the previous script and a
mapping file which the user manually creates. This script requires the BIOM file as input, a
directory as output, and a mapping filepath. There are many other option parameters to add that
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are defaulted as turned off. The research team at the University of Arkansas adds on the
phylogenetic tree created in the previous script. The core_diversity_analyses.py combines the
scripts alpha_rarefaction.py, beta_diversity_through_plots.py,
summarize_taxa_through_plots.py, make_distance_boxplots.py, compare_alpha_diversity.py
and group_significance.
The alpha_rarefaction.py script looks at the corresponding OTU table and creates a folder
filled with alpha rarefaction plots (Werner, 2015). Rarefaction is a technique within numerical
ecology that determines whether all species in an ecosystem have been observed. The goal is to
determine if enough samples were taken to have a reasonable estimate of quantity (USEARCH
manual, 2015). Often the quantities considered are species richness and alpha diversity. Species
richness is the number of different species represented in an ecological community (2016 [27]).
Alpha diversity measures the diversity index of how many different types of species there are in
a dataset and how evenly the species are distributed across it. One of the main outputs of
alpha_rarefaction.py is rarefaction curves. Rarefaction curves plot the number of species as a
function of the number of samples. If the curve has a steep slope, it implies that a large fraction
of the species diversity remains to be discovered (2014 [25]) and a flat slop implies that a
reasonable number of samples have been taken. Figure 5 illustrates an example of a rarefaction
curve.
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Figure 5: Example of Rarefaction Curve

The beta_diversity_through_plots.py script is a combination of beta_diversity.py and
principal_coordinates.py and it results in a distance matrix, a principal coordinates, and PCoA
plots. Beta_diversity.py uses an OTU table and a phylogenetic tree to create a distance matrix
that contains a dissimilarity value for each pairwise comparison for both a weighted and
unweighted UniFrac (QIIME development team, 2016 [22]). UniFrac is a method that measures
the phylogenetic distance between sets of taxa in a phylogenetic tree (Lozupone et al., 2005).
“UniFrac can be used to determine whether communities are significantly different, to compare
many communities simultaneously using clustering and ordination techniques, and to measure
the relative contributions of different factors, such as chemistry and geography, to similarities
between samples.” (Lozupone et al., 2005) Weighted UniFrac contains quantitative measures and
18

unweighted UniFrac contains qualitative measures. Figure 6 shows an example of a distance
matrix. Principal_coordinates.py is also known as principal coordinate’s analysis or PCoA. It
compares groups of samples based on phylogenetic distance metrics created from the weighted
and unweighted UniFrac metrics. It uses the matrix files that are output from beta_diversity.py as
input. This script then graphs principal coordinates (PC) and samples in a PCoA plot. An
example of this type of plot is shown in Figure 7. “The number of principal components (axes) is
less than or equal to the number of individual measurements included for each sample, with each
axis describing a fraction of the sample variance.” (Tyler et al., 2014) The
principal_coordinates.py script also gives out files that contain eigenvalues and percent variation
for each principal coordinate (QIIME development team, 2016 [23]). An example of this file is
given in Figure 8.

Figure 6: Example of a Distance Matrix
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Figure 7: Example of PCoA plot

Figure 8: Example of Principal Coordinates text file

Summarize_taxa_through_plots.py performs several steps to summarize and plot
taxonomy. It first summarizes OTU by categories and summarizes taxonomy and then it plots the
taxonomy summary. It requires an OTU table as an input. The output from this script is mostly
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seen through the .html file. This file opens up in the web browser and contains many interactive
plots (QIIME development team, 2016 [24]). See Figure 9 for an example of what the .html file
opens in a web browser. See Figure 10 for an example of the bar chart output with the legend
illustrated in Figure 11. See Figure 12 for an example of the area chart output with the legend
illustrated in Figure 13. These charts are also given in a .png format within the file explorer.

Figure 9: HTML File in Web Browser
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Figure 10: Taxonomy Summary Bar Charts Example

Figure 11: Taxonomy Summary Bar Chart Legend Example
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Figure 12: Taxonomy Summary Area Chart Example

Figure 13: Taxonomy Summary Area Chart Legend Example
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7.

Machine Learning

7.1

Supervised Learning
Machine Learning is split into three basic categories: supervised, unsupervised and

reinforcement learning. Supervised learning is based off of a set of data that has both features
and labels. The goal of supervised learning is to learn a classification system that the user has
created and predict the label of an object given a set of features. It trains itself to come up with
realistic predictions in response to any new data introduced to it. For example, given a list of
movies that a person has watched and a rating on how much they liked those movies, a
supervised learning algorithm would predict a movie that that person may want to watch. As
seen from Figure 14, supervised learning is broken down into two smaller categories: regression
and classification. The difference between these two categories is whether or not the label is
discrete or continuous. For example, determining whether a patient will have a heart attack is
discrete because the possible outputs are true or false, but determining a patient's age would be
discrete because time is continuous. A common problem found in supervised learning is
overfitting. Overfitting is essentially memorizing the training set rather than learning a more
general classification technique (AI Horizon, 2015). If the training set has an overwhelming
amount of examples of one way of thinking about a problem and never introduced another way
of thinking about the problem, the algorithm will only learn one way of thinking and all other
ways would be wrong in its eyes. That is what it was trained to do.
7.2

Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised learning is based off a set of data that does not have any labels. The goal of

unsupervised learning is to find similarities within the data in order to detect labels from the data
itself. It is supposed to learn from the data without having any specific instructions on how to do
24

it. Also seen in Figure 14, unsupervised learning is also broken down into two categories:
dimensionality reduction and clustering. Clustering is finding similarities within the data and
grouping like things. It will not be able to tell you what these groupings are called. These
algorithms can use the clusters to assign new data points to a cluster (AI Horizon, 2015).
Amazon.com uses this type of algorithm to recommend books by using social information and
information about what they have already read. Dimensionality reduction is a method of scaling
down the number of random variables that are being considered. The algorithm obtains an
uncorrelated set of principle variables.
7.3

Reinforcement Learning
A third type of machine learning is called reinforcement learning. Some researchers

clump this in with unsupervised learning, because the algorithm is not told what to do. The goal
of this algorithm is to maximize the amount of reward. Reinforcement learning algorithms must
attempt different actions to test which actions return the most reward. This type of learning is
usually broken down into two different characteristics: trial and error search and delayed reward
(Sutton et al., 2005). An example of this type of machine learning is an algorithm that plays
chess. It must make a move while anticipating the costs and benefits of any possible replies and
counter-replies.
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Figure 14: Machine Learning
Source: http://isaziconsulting.co.za/machinelearning.php

DNA sequencing technologies have had many recent advances allowing there to be a
very large amount of multidimensional data on microbial communities. Many studies aim to
identify important groups of microorganisms. The importance of these groups is dependent on
the physiological state of the hosts, but because there are so many different populations existing
within one host, they are hard to identify using the traditional food microbiology approach.
Luckily classification is something that machine learning does fairly well.
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8.

supervised_learning.py
There is a supervised learning algorithm developed within QIIME. It is used to help

classify communities based on a set of labeled training communities. It requires 2 input files, a
mapping file and a BIOM file. BIOM files are typically very large and compressed. To see them
in a presentable format, it is important to convert the BIOM file into a text file. This is a very
simple conversion and it results in a table as shown in Figure 16. It is a giant matrix. The OTU’s
as they appear in the greengenes database appear along the left and the samples from the
experiment are along the top. The numbers inside of this matrix represent the number of each
greengenes database documented OTU’s appear in each sample. The example shown in Figure
16 has 20,828 identified OTU’s from the greengenes database. The mapping file is something the
user must create, but it must contain the column headers “#SampleID”, “BarcodeSequence”,
“LinkerPrimerSequence”, “Treatment”, and “Description”. The team at the University of
Arkansas chooses not to have the sequencing machine give out the barcode sequence and the
linker primer sequence. The only thing they place in their mapping file is the associated
treatment with each sample along with a description of that treatment. These things are known
with complete certainty. Often the team abbreviates within this file. C stands for control, T1
stands for Treatment 1, and T2 stands for Treatment 2. An example mapping file is shown in
Figure 15.These files give the supervised_learning script a basis to start its analysis. The
classifier within the supervised_learning script is attempting to categorize the samples based on
microbial data from the BIOM file alone. It uses leave-one-out cross validation, repeated 5x or
10x times.
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#SampleID BarcodeSequence LinkerPrimerSequence Treatment
SH97
T1
SH98
T1
SH99
T1
SH100
T1
SH101
T1
SH102
T1
SH103
T1
SH104
T1
SH105
T1
SH106
T1
SH107
T1
SH108
T1
SH109
T1
SH110
T1
SH111
T1
SH112
T2
SH113
T2
SH114
T2
SH115
T2
SH116
T2
SH117
T2
SH118
T2
SH119
T2
SH120
T2
SH121
T2
SH122
T2
SH123
T2
SH124
T2
SH125
T2
SH126
T2
SH127
C
SH128
C
SH129
C
SH130
C
SH131
C
SH132
C
SH133
C
SH134
C
SH135
C
SH136
C
SH137
C
SH138
C
SH139
C
SH140
C
SH141
C
Figure 15: Mapping File
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Description
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_MB40
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Excel
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control
Leiber_Pasture_Control

Figure 16: OTU table in BIOM File

The supervised_learning.py script gives five different output files. All results are in the
form of a text files. All of the following examples use the data from the mapping file and BIOM
file in Figures 15 and 16. The supervised learning script was run using the “Treatment” column
as the category to be predicted. The first file is called “cv_probabilities.txt” and an example
portion of this file is illustrated in Figure 17. CV stands for coefficient of variation and it is a
standardized way to disperse a probability distribution. This example file contains the
probabilities assigned to each treatment. For example, sample “SH134” is assigned a 68%
chance of being in the control group, 10% chance of being in the treatment 1 group, and a 23%
chance of being in the treatment 2 group.
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Figure 17: cv_probabilities.txt

The second file is “mislabeling.txt” and an example portion of this file is illustrated in
Figure 18. This output file is a giant chart with each sample running along the side. This file
includes similar probabilities as the cv_probabilities.txt. “P(alleged label)” holds the probability
of the most likely treatment group. Following the example from before, SH134 was most likely a
control group with a probability of 68%. P(alleged label) for SH134 is 68%. “P(second best)”
holds the second most likely label’s probability. The second most likely label the classifier
would have labeled SH134 is treatment 2 at 23%. P(second best) for SH134 is 23%. The file also
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contains a column that subtracts these two probabilities. This column would be useful in order to
see if there was only a small percentage difference between the two guesses. The most important
piece of information this file provides though, is the mislabeled probabilities. This file
specifically gives you this information by telling you if the probability is above a certain number.
This output file starts at 0.05 and increases it by 0.05 for each column and it says true or false for
each sample. So for example, if the column labeled “mislabeled_proability_above_0.25” is true
and if the column labeled “mislabeled_probabiliity_above_0.30” is false, it means that the
mislabeled probability falls between 25% and 30%. This output file goes all the way to 95% and
once a sample’s mislabeled probability column turns false, it will stay false.

Figure 18: mislabeling.txt

The third file is “confusion_matrix.txt” and an example of this file is illustrated in Figure
19. A confusion matrix by definition is a table that is used to describe the performance of a
classifier on a set of test data for which the true values are known. As can be seen in Figure 19,
there were 15 control samples, 15 treatment 1 samples, and 15 treatment 2 samples. The
classifier categorized all of the control and treatment 2 samples correctly which is why the
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confusion matrix shows a 0% class error. There was one sample that was a treatment 1, but it
was classified as a treatment 2 based on its microbial data. Because 1 out of 15 samples were
classified incorrectly by the classifier, the treatment 1 class got a 1/15 or 6% error.

Figure 19: confusion_matrix.txt

The fourth file is “”summary.txt” and an example of this file is illustrated in Figure 20.
This file contains a summary of the results. This script will always use a “Random Forest” model
for its classifier. A Random Forest model is a general learning method for classification that
operates by creating many decision trees. A decision tree maps observations to conclusions and
is commonly used in data mining (2016 [5]). In the Random Forest model, samples are taken at
random, but with replacement which is also known as bootstrapping in statistics. These are used
for the training set. Sampling with replacement implies that after a sample is taken, it is returned
to the sampling data set before the next random sample is taken. This implies that one sample
may be used more than once by random chance. If there is N number of cases in the training set,
N number of sample cases will be chosen at random (Breiman et al, 2016). To build each tree, a
random number of input variables are selected. “The best split on these input variables is used to
split each node.” (Breiman et al., 2016) The number of input variables chosen is held constant
for all trees grown in the forest. As seen in Figure 20, 500 of these trees were built which is
standard for the supervised_learning.py script within QIIME. Once the classification decision
trees are built, the model begins to predict input vectors. Each of these vectors is put down each
of the trees in the forest. “Each tree gives a classification, and the tree “votes” for that class. The
forest then chooses the classification having the most votes.” (Breiman et al., 2016) Each tree is
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created using a different random sample from the original data. Due to the random sampling with
replacement roughly one third of the cases are left out of the sample’s training set. “This out-ofbag data is used to get a running unbiased estimate of the classification error as trees are added to
the forest. It is also used to get estimates of variable importance.” (Breiman et al., 2016) The
estimated out-of-bag error is the portion of times that the class that had the most votes in the
forest is not the true class of that sample averaged over all cases (Breiman et al., 2016). The
baseline error (for random guessing) is a standard 67% every time the supervised learning script
is run.

Figure 20: summary.txt

The fifth file is “feature_importance_scores.txt” and an example of this file is illustrated
in Figure 21. This file contains a list of particular OTUs from the identified OTU’s in the BIOM
file and their associated importance scores. This is computed through a standard method within
the Random Forest model. First the model takes the out-of-bag cases and puts them through all
of the trees in the forest. The number of correct votes is counted. The values for the input
variables in the out-of-bag cases are permuted and put into the forest as well. The number of
correct votes is counted. The number of correct votes from the permuted cases is subsequently
subtracted from the number of correct votes from the non-permuted cases. The average of that
number over all trees is the raw importance score for that input variable. The example in Figure
21 contains all 20,828 input variables, or identified OTU’s from the greengenes database in the
BIOM file in Figure 16, appears in the features_importance_scores.txt file. Only a portion of this
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file is shown. The mean decrease in error is calculated during the out-of-bag calculation phase
(Edwards lab et al., 2016). “The more the accuracy of the random forest decreases due to
permutation of a variable, the more important that variable is deemed” (Edwards lab et al., 2016)
Therefore if a variable has a high mean decrease in accuracy, that variable is more important for
the classification process. The feature_importance_scores.txt file places these variables in
decreasing order. Therefore from the Figure 21, one can conclude that
“New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU45674” was the most important variable when classifying the
samples.

Figure 21: feature_importance_scores.txt

An experiment was run to test how the number of samples affects the accuracy of the
classifier. The 45 samples from [15] were used. This data set included 15 control group samples,
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15 treatment one samples, and 15 treatment two samples. Three tests were run. The first test used
all 45 samples. The second test used 30 samples where 10 were control group, 10 were treatment
one group, and 10 were treatment two group. The last test used 15 samples where 5 were control
group, 5 were treatment one group, and 5 were treatment two group. The mapping file used for
this test is illustrated in Figure 15. Each time 5 samples were removed from the bottom of each
category. There were several main differences between these tests. The resulting files from the
test with 30 samples and the test with 15 samples are illustrated in Figures 24 through 33 in the
Appendix.
The 45 sample test results were used as an example in Figures 17 through 21. The
confusion matrix in Figure 18 explains that this test resulted in one error. The classifier identified
sample “SH104” as treatment two though its true class was treatment one. After running the test
with 30 samples, the confusion matrix illustrated that it also resulted in one error. This test also
classified sample “SH104” as a treatment two though its true class was treatment one. Because
there were only ten samples per treatment category, the class error for treatment one increased to
10%. The test with 15 samples resulted in three errors. Sample SH104 was not included within
the 15 sample test. The classifier within this test categorized sample “SH100” as a treatment two
though its true class was treatment one. It also classified “SH127” and “SH130” as treatment two
though both of these samples’ true class was control group.
Using each test’s “mislabeling.txt” output file, the probability of each sample being
mislabeled for each test was detected and graphed in Figure 22. This graph shows that with
fewer samples, the average probability of a sample being mislabeled increases. The average
mislabeled probability for the 45 sample test was 25%. The average mislabeled probability for
the 30 sample test was 30%. The average mislabeled probability for the 15 sample test was 40%.
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Figure 22: Probability Mislabeled Plot

After learning that the classifiers probability of mislabeling samples increases when the
number of samples decreases, the average difference between the sample sizes was analyzed.
The difference of the probability of the alleged label was taken between each sample in the 30
sample test that also appeared in the 45 sample test. The average of this difference between these
tests was 6%. The difference of the probability of the alleged label was then taken between each
sample in the 15 sample test that also appeared in the 30 sample test. The average of this
difference between these tests was 18%. Figure 23 illustrates the probability of the alleged label
for each sample in each test. It only shows the samples that appeared in every test, but it can be
seen that the probability of the alleged label decreases as the number of samples decreases. The
classifier is less confident on the labels applied to each sample as the number of samples goes
down. This is a result of the fact that the size of the training set decreases as you decrease the
number of samples within the test.
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Figure 23: Probability of Alleged Label Plot

There was also a difference in the “feature_importance_scores.txt” output file for each of
the tests. The test that had 45 samples had a feature_importance_scores output with 20,828 rows
where 620 of them had a mean decrease in accuracy over 0. The test with 30 samples had 15,232
rows where 476 of them had a mean decrease in accuracy over 0. The test with 15 samples had
8,686 rows where 276 of them had a mean decrease in accuracy over 0. All three of the tests
resulted in a different level of importance placed on all identified OTUs.
From the “summary.txt” output file, it can be seen that the estimated error also drops as
the number of samples decreases. The 45 sample test resulted in a 4% estimated error as seen in
Figure 20. The 30 sample test resulted in a 5% estimated error, and the 15 sample test resulted in
a 20% estimated error. This is also a direct result from the number of samples per test
decreasing. All three tests had 500 trees with a baseline error of 67%.
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It is clear that for the script supervised_learning.py, the more information the better the
results. The estimated error increases when the number of samples decreases. The alleged label
probability decreases when the number of samples decreases. The mislabeled probability
increases when the number of samples decreases. Overall, in order to produce accurate and
meaningful results, the classifier needs as much data as it can obtain. This is very typical for
supervised learning in general as a classifier is only as good as its training set. The results from
this test may imply that a researcher should look at sample SH104 due to the fact that it was
mislabeled many times.

9.

Conclusions and Future Studies
The supervised_learning.py script that is already written within QIIME provides a good

basis for the individuals conducting food safety research to learn about the Machine Learning
world. It behaves similarly to how a supervised learning algorithm would. Though the script
within QIIME does not allow for a training set to be given to train the classifier separately from
the data that the classifier would be trying to predict, the script is still running several existing
models from within the machine learning world to help categorize the data. This script could also
be helpful to the researchers at the University of Arkansas in the Division of Agriculture. If the
treatments within the experiment are not significantly different, the classifier may have a harder
time classifying the data based off of the microbial data and this is obvious through many of the
script’s output files. A future group could study the data offered within the Center for Food
Safety to determine what other machine learning techniques would be helpful to the food science
world as there are many possibilities left unexplored. These techniques could include other
applications of supervised learning where the classifier tried to label new unclassified data based
off previous data that it had learned from. This would add another dimension of analysis to the
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array of experiments done. It would help to make all experiments comparable so that it could be
seen if the control group was able to maintain the attributes that made it the control group
throughout any experiment conducted. The other techniques could also include unsupervised
learning algorithms to look for other trends within the data that may not be apparent to the
researchers. A machine learning algorithm could also begin to cluster and learn unidentified
OTUs. This could help to recognize them within the greengenes database which would help to
expand the knowledge of the microbiota. This would have a considerable impact on society as
academia is able to identify more pathogens, toxins or chemicals which industry would then be
able to test for. This would reduce the number of food borne illnesses. Overall, machine learning
could make a significant impact on the research and analysis within the food science domain
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Appendix
Model
Random Forest
Error type
out-of-bag
Estimated error
0.03333
Baseline error (for random guessing)
0.66667
Ratio baseline error to observed error
20
Number of trees
500
Figure 24: summary.txt for 30 sample test

Model
Random Forest
Error type
out-of-bag
Estimated error
0.2
Baseline error (for random guessing)
0.66667
Ratio baseline error to observed error
3.33333
Number of trees
500
Figure 25: summary.txt for 15 sample test

True\Predicted C T1 T2 Class error
C
10 0 0
0
T1
0 9 1
0.1
T2
0 0 10
0
Figure 26: confusion_matrix.txt for 30 sample test

True\Predicted C T1 T2 Class error
C
3 0 2
0.4
T1
0 4 1
0.2
T2
0 0 5
0
Figure 27: confusion_matrix.txt for 15 sample test
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Feature_id
Mean_decrease_in_accuracy Standard_deviation
30569
0.006887024
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU24147
0.00621342
NA
158113
0.005644367
NA
New.ReferenceOTU114
0.0053
NA
New.ReferenceOTU111
0.00495641
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU246
0.004955089
NA
New.ReferenceOTU282
0.004871284
NA
554296
0.004674592
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU39647
0.004525253
NA
158008
0.004342635
NA
1136443
0.004162238
NA
New.ReferenceOTU24
0.004121212
NA
688067
0.004096737
NA
New.ReferenceOTU253
0.004062238
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU75130
0.004059829
NA
1106254
0.004006349
NA
New.ReferenceOTU126
0.003738384
NA
846798
0.003693706
NA
25453
0.00352619
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU64238
0.003454779
NA
4453773
0.003322222
NA
308786
0.003240016
NA
New.ReferenceOTU269
0.003187879
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU29290
0.002945455
NA
214031
0.002901632
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU56451
0.002857809
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU78815
0.002834099
NA
364903
0.002809091
NA
326626
0.002793939
NA
7366
0.002779021
NA
Figure 28: Sample from feature_importance_scores.txt from 30 sample test
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Feature_id
Mean_decrease_in_accuracy Standard_deviation
326626
0.0063
NA
157802
0.0033
NA
308786
0.002866667
NA
846798
0.00282381
NA
158008
0.002733333
NA
158215
0.00272381
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU711
0.0026
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU36904
0.0026
NA
297266
0.0026
NA
295861
0.002571429
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU87
0.002566667
NA
851937
0.002533333
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU16428
0.0025
NA
688067
0.002466667
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU24485
0.0024
NA
363035
0.002342857
NA
30569
0.002333333
NA
789621
0.002333333
NA
188183
0.002266667
NA
193895
0.002228571
NA
416001
0.002171429
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU2812
0.002166667
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU48391
0.0021
NA
207833
0.002
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU8000
0.002
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU12811
0.001966667
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU5989
0.0018
NA
New.ReferenceOTU97
0.0018
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU37557
0.001785714
NA
New.CleanUp.ReferenceOTU44667
0.001780952
NA
Figure 29: Sample from feature_importance_scores.txt for 15 sample test
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#SampleID
SH117
SH116
SH120
SH101
SH135
SH113
SH102
SH133
SH136
SH119
SH134
SH104
SH98
SH130
SH131
SH129
SH106
SH112
SH100
SH114
SH97
SH103
SH132
SH128
SH99
SH127
SH118
SH105
SH121
SH115

C
0.2
0.233333
0.215116
0.078534
0.708543
0.175532
0.083333
0.555556
0.465241
0.104712
0.596386
0.12069
0.105882
0.52907
0.721925
0.655556
0.117647
0.25
0.1
0.20765
0.05618
0.142012
0.653846
0.74359
0.078313
0.505155
0.210811
0.079545
0.152709
0.139535

T1
T2
0.090909 0.709091
0.116667
0.65
0.087209 0.697674
0.696335 0.225131
0.115578 0.175879
0.164894 0.659574
0.714286 0.202381
0.179894 0.26455
0.090909 0.44385
0.08377 0.811518
0.210843 0.192771
0.390805 0.488506
0.794118
0.1
0.075581 0.395349
0.053476 0.224599
0.038889 0.305556
0.741176 0.141176
0.109375 0.640625
0.711765 0.188235
0.114754 0.677596
0.808989 0.134831
0.60355 0.254438
0.120879 0.225275
0.070513 0.185897
0.728916 0.192771
0.108247 0.386598
0.167568 0.621622
0.659091 0.261364
0.167488 0.679803
0.075581 0.784884

Figure 30: cv_probabilities.txt from 30 sample test
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#SampleIDC
T1
T2
SH131
0.482353 0.182353 0.335294
SH98
0.134503 0.637427 0.22807
SH130
0.388235 0.176471 0.435294
SH129
0.566327 0.112245 0.321429
SH113
0.245614 0.239766 0.51462
SH116
0.274854 0.169591 0.555556
SH101
0.146341 0.439024 0.414634
SH112
0.308571 0.171429
0.52
SH127
0.39011 0.17033 0.43956
SH99
0.136612 0.612022 0.251366
SH97
0.165746 0.58011 0.254144
SH128
0.459459 0.175676 0.364865
SH114
0.271186 0.146893 0.581921
SH100
0.163158 0.394737 0.442105
SH115
0.392857 0.196429 0.410714
Figure 31: cv_probabilities from 15 sample test

#SampleID P(alleged label) P(second best) P(alleged label)-P(second best) mislabeled_probability_above_0.05
SH117
0.709090909
0.2
0.509090909
TRUE
SH116
0.65
0.233333333
0.416666667
TRUE
SH120
0.697674419
0.215116279
0.48255814
TRUE
SH101
0.696335079
0.22513089
0.471204188
TRUE
SH135
0.708542714
0.175879397
0.532663317
TRUE
SH113
0.659574468
0.175531915
0.484042553
TRUE
SH102
0.714285714
0.202380952
0.511904762
TRUE
SH133
0.555555556
0.264550265
0.291005291
TRUE
SH136
0.465240642
0.443850267
0.021390374
TRUE
SH119
0.811518325
0.104712042
0.706806283
TRUE
SH134
0.596385542
0.210843373
0.385542169
TRUE
SH104
0.390804598
0.488505747
-0.097701149
TRUE
SH98
0.794117647
0.105882353
0.688235294
TRUE
SH130
0.529069767
0.395348837
0.13372093
TRUE
SH131
0.721925134
0.22459893
0.497326203
TRUE
SH129
0.655555556
0.305555556
0.35
TRUE
Figure 32: Sample from mislabeling.txt from 30 sample test
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#SampleID P(alleged label) P(second best) P(alleged label)-P(second best) mislabeled_probability_above_0.05
SH131
0.482352941
0.335294118
0.147058824
TRUE
SH98
0.637426901
0.228070175
0.409356725
TRUE
SH130
0.388235294
0.435294118
-0.047058824
TRUE
SH129
0.566326531
0.321428571
0.244897959
TRUE
SH113
0.514619883
0.245614035
0.269005848
TRUE
SH116
0.555555556
0.274853801
0.280701754
TRUE
SH101
0.43902439
0.414634146
0.024390244
TRUE
SH112
0.52
0.308571429
0.211428571
TRUE
SH127
0.39010989
0.43956044
-0.049450549
TRUE
SH99
0.612021858
0.25136612
0.360655738
TRUE
SH97
0.580110497
0.254143646
0.325966851
TRUE
SH128
0.459459459
0.364864865
0.094594595
TRUE
SH114
0.581920904
0.271186441
0.310734463
TRUE
SH100
0.394736842
0.442105263
-0.047368421
TRUE
SH115
0.410714286
0.392857143
0.017857143
TRUE
Figure 33: Sample from mislabeling.txt from 15 sample test
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